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I overheard a friend once trying to describe my style to someone asking what my
music was ‘like’. He hesitated, backtracked
a lot, and couldn’t quite say with any conviction whether it was tonal or not, consonant
or strident, lyrical or angular, consistent or
scattered. I decided I needed a brief Musical Specimen (2011) featuring some of my
favorite timbres to help the argument along.
We all get tunes stuck in our heads; this
is what happened to me with There were
three Ravens published by Thomas Ravenscroft (1592-1635) on which I based a series of
pieces. This first one, from 2011, was composed in memory of William Baines (18991922) whose ability to fuse multiple tonal
languages I greatly admire. The folk ballad
upon which my four variations and reprise are
based is both cynical and sad, illustrating a
practical side of mortality that is rarely commented on – it sometimes means a meal for
the living!
I have long promoted the ideal of the twomovement composition. As such, my Sonata for Violoncello and Piano from 2007
represents a contribution to this modest body
of literature. After a petulant first movement
and a recitative–ostinato–monologue second
I felt no urge towards a gratuitous ‘finale’. A
transitional piece overall, it stands between
the earlier aggressive Egloga for violin and piano (2006) and my later chamber works with
strings.

Shortly after arriving in Duluth to take
up my teaching position at the University, I
walked the halls and imagined all of the bodies that had come and gone over the years.
Even before teaching a single class I contemplated that one day, as an older man, I too
would walk out one of the doors and disappear. A Waltz through the Vapor began
that summer (1998) and was subsequently
revised (2003/04) as more and more layers of
gossamer threads seemed necessary on the
surface.
Waltz for violoncello and piano was premiered in 2005 on an all-Russian program. As
such I wanted to present an aural image of
the grand ballrooms of 19th century Russia.
The crystalline chandeliers, ornate ceilings,
and flowing dresses are now faded with the
melancholy of memories captured in dusty
photos filled with faces long gone - an era of
the past with faint, autumnal music resonating like an echo from the bottom of a well.
An unabashed cousin to A Waltz through the
Vapor, I find that many of my works give birth
to other compositions and ‘speak’ to one another; here is such a case.

As a composer in my teens and early 20s
I longed to be progressive but somehow
through the curious lines of artistic invention
I found myself in my late 20s and 30s writing
waltzes amongst other unfashionable things.
Granted these were not your typical waltzes
but nonetheless this dance in three that
morphs from one emotional state to the next
while maintaining a reasonable and plastic
rhythmic structure began creeping into many
of my works often unbeknownst to me. As
I reach towards unifying the characteristics
of my tonal and non-tonal leanings into one
cohesive language, the waltz and other "antiquated" structural models have been the theatre for many of my compositional struggles.
It is of infinite joy that I have been fortunate
to find musicians who have become both
friends and comrades who understand this
struggle and interpret its complexities with
such finesse.
My father and I spent many an afternoon
reflecting on life on the grounds of the historic home of our 26th President, Theodore
Roosevelt. Even more wonderful than those
days were the quiet drives along the north
shore of Long Island I took with him. The
Still Waters of Sagamore Hill was composed shortly after my last visit to the site,
not having seen it for years after moving away.
It is not really about the place, but all the
many times I spent with my father travelling
in mutual contemplation of life.

With the composition of dozens of individual shorter pieces for piano over the years,
I began making ‘piano albums’ at somewhat
regular intervals that brought some together
with variable performable sequences. Piano
Album 2008, the heart of this album, features five such works. No.1 is perhaps my
most sombre work for the piano and comes
out of a period of study when I was immersed
in Schubert. Within the set, No.2 is texturally the most complicated, thematically the
most diverse, expressively the most dynamic,
and structurally the least secure. Guitarists
may be familiar with the open notes E and
A that begin the lyrical No.3 as this was its
origin: a short guitar prelude. I revisit many
works, re-thinking the material and how it
can be more fully developed within another
timbral home. No.4 reveals a bit of my roots
as an organist, built from an untroubled trio
texture and a little more than a tip of the hat
to César Franck. No.5 is a ternary form piece
that was recast a year later for cello and piano
in a work called The Couple; here the opening
‘waltz’ gives way to a finicky central section
that gets noisier until it decides to halt its
momentum and recede.
Lullaby for Max is from my Piano Album
2006. The note to the performer reads as follows: “begin quietly, but as we all know, trying
to put a child to sleep can become a drama,
eventually settling down of course...”. A waltz
for the evening.
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American pianist Matthew McCright has performed
extensively throughout the United States, Europe, Asia and
the South Pacific as piano soloist and chamber musician. He
has devoted his life to performing works by living composers
and has thrilled audiences and critics alike with an imaginative repertoire that spans both the traditional and a wide
range of contemporary works. He has premiered numerous
new pieces, many written for him, and has collaborated with
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‘Editor's Choice' in Flute Talk Magazine.
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